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NARRATIVE BACKSTORY

Mermaids. Sea monsters. The Bermuda Triangle. Out of all of the 
myths of the sea, the most celebrated one is the legend of 
Atlantis. 

As the story goes, Atlantis was created by Poseidon. The god 
created a marvelous place of architecture, wealth, and science. 
This extraordinary continent was powered by the energy-rich seas 
that surrounded it. The Atlanteans - citizens of the island - 
used their scientific knowledge to turn this energy into a solid 
form. Soon, the Five Atlantean Crystals were powering this 
massive continent. 

While unlimited power was good for Atlantis, it was not good for 
everyone. Zeus - father of the gods - knew that unlimited energy 
should not exist on Earth. The mighty god dueled with Poseidon 
and plunged Atlantis to bottom of the sea. 

For decades, the Seven Seas Society has spanned the globe to 
find this missing continent. This group of scientists, 
explorers, and intellectuals searches for and protects the 
ancient relics of the seas. 

While the Seven Seas Society seeks to benefit mankind, there are 
organizations who search for these underwater treasures with 
sinister motivations. 

The Iron Eels are a rogue group of cutthroat tomb raiders, 
profiteers and political saboteurs. They use powerful artifacts 
and relics to overthrow governments and regimes. The Iron Eels 
look to shift the balance of world power their way. With the 
Atlantean Crystals, they would be unstoppable.

Three months ago, The Seven Seas Society intercepted a 
transmission from Solomon Blackstone, a high-ranking member of 
the Iron Eels. Four words - I HAVE FOUND ATLANTIS - sent 
shockwaves across the organization. The group expected a flurry 
of other messages from Blackstone, but none came. Did he fall 
victim to one of the many rumored traps, tricks, and puzzles 
that protect the Temple of Poseidon? 
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The Seven Seas Society located Atlantis and dispatched their 
lead research ship - the Nesoi (ne-SOY) - to the island. On 
board, Athena Unit One, the group’s top researchers and 
explorers, prepare to tackle the challenges of Atlantis. It’s a 
race against time to stop Blackstone — if he is still alive - 
and protect The Legend of Atlantis

CHARACTER BACKGROUNDS - Seven Seas Society Lieutenant

The Game Host plays the role of a Seven Seas Society lieutenant. They 
have traveled ahead of Athena Unit One (the guests) to establish a 
base camp on the island. The Lieutenant is the head of operations at 
the camp, overseeing communications, security and intelligence. 

Before the group enters the game (Waiting Area) the Game Host acts as 
if they are accompanying the team on a small boat that has left the 
ship - the Nesoi – en route to Atlantis. 

Before the game begins (Courtyard), they will initiate the radio 
transmission (pre-show audio) and give the safety spiel. 

During the game, they will provide clues, hints and directions to 
Athena Unit One via communications setup.  

After the game, they will unlock the game and provide exit 
information. 

LIVE SPIELS AND NARRATIONS

Game Host Spiels

Waiting Area Dialogue

Attention members of the Seven Seas Society. Our boat will be 

docking on Atlantis in just a few moments. Please take this time 

to gather your personal equipment, silence any personal 

communication devices and check your daily rations. If this 
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storm has upset your stomach, use this opportunity to visit the 

restrooms. 

At this time, I’m not allowed to disclose the details of your 

mission. Once we arrive on Atlantis, I will radio Commander 

Shields aboard the Nesoi. At that time, she will give you 

critical mission intelligence. Thank you. Please prepare for 

arrival. 

Entering the Courtyard

Athena Unit One, please use caution when entering the courtyard. 

While I have done a security sweep, there may be undiscovered 

booby traps. Step with caution. 

Inside the Courtyard

In the corner of the room is a large military-style radio 
unit. We hear radio static coming from the device. There is 
a CB unit style of microphone attached. 

Welcome to Atlantis. I am Lieutenant ______ with the Seven Seas 

Society. I have been authorized to inform you that your mission 

is of critical importance. Time is extremely limited as well. 

Commander Shields has authorized sixty minutes of time to 

complete your mission.
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Lieutenant picks up the microphone and adjusts the dials. We 
hear the sounds of radio waves adjusting. The Lieutenant speaks 
into the mic. 

Nesoi this is Atlantis base. Confirmation code: Whiskey Echo 

Tango. Over.

PRE-RECORDED MESSAGE

The radio transmission is full of static. While the signal never 

breaks (no lost audio or silence) it’s not a strong signal. In 

the background, we can hear the thrashing sounds of a storm at 

sea. 

This is Nesoi confirming code Whiskey Echo Tango. Excellent work 

lieutenant. Glad to know you arrived safely.

Greetings Athena Unit One. This is Commander Amelia Shields. I’m 

sorry for keeping you in the dark on your mission objective. I 

guess I’ll start at the beginning. 

As you know, the Seven Seas Society searches for and protects 

the myths of the seas. A few weeks ago we intercepted a 

transmission from a member of the Iron Eels. It appears that one 

of their members, Solomon Blackstone, was on the verge of 
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retrieving the Five Atlantean Power Crystals. These are the 

ancient energy gems that powered Atlantis. If the Iron Eels get 

ahold of the crystals, there’s no telling what kind of mayhem 

they’ll cause. They’ve already overthrown many governments 

across Europe. We mustn’t allow that to happen. 

We are working with a slight advantage. It appears that 

Blackstone has not left Atlantis with the crystals. We assume 

that this terrible storm is some kind of weather defense system 

triggered by the crystals being disturbed. This storm is here to 

prevent people from arriving or leaving. Well, one step at a 

time for us, eh? 

We need you to tackle the puzzles and clues that are inside 

Atlantis. Find the crystals and put them back into the energy 

core. You are authorized to engage Blackstone if you encounter 

him. With the storm becoming more intense by the minute, we need 

to depart in one hour. Otherwise… well… we may be permanent 

residents of Atlantis. Or worse.  

The lieutenant will give you further instructions. Good luck. 

and may the Seven Seas Society Society Sail Strong. Nesoi, over 

and out. 
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Safety Spiel

As the commander said, you will have sixty minutes to complete 

your mission. Once you begin, the main courtyard door here will 

be locked. Besides this door, all doors throughout Atlantis will 

remain unlocked once opened. If you need to abort the mission, 

exit at any time by using the push to exit button next to the 

door.  

It’s possible you may find ancient Atlantean keys. Those keys 

will only be used once, so please leave the key in the lock you 

open.

You will find that Atlantis and its artifacts are extremely 

delicate. Please do not use excessive force when you pick up or 

touch relics. If things are meant to move, they eventually will. 

Also, please limit touching to things that are in normal reach. 

When your mission concludes, please check your pockets for small 

items. All Atlantean items must remain here. 
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I will be monitoring your mission by audio transmission. If you 

need assistance of any kind, I will be reachable through the 

radio system which can be heard throughout the temple. 

I wish you good luck. And may the Seven Seas Society Sail 

Strong. 

Clue Call 

Nesoi to Athena Unit One. I have some information. We’ve found 

Solomon Blackstone’s boat. What’s left of it, anyway. This storm 

has really done a number on it. Strangely, it’s transmitting 

something. A series of numbers. Three. Two. Seven. Whatever they 

are, he wanted to get those to the Iron Eels. Well, keep them in 

your mind. Solomon wouldn’t send something unless it was 

important. Three. Two. Seven. Carry on. Nesoi over and out. 

Time Updates

The time updates are delivered by Commander Shields at sea. With each 

successive update, the storm is louder and her message is more urgent 

or scared. 

Nesoi to Athena Unit One. The storm is picking up in intensity. You 

have forty-five minutes left to complete the mission. Nesoi, out. 
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Athena Unit One. This is Nesoi. It’s getting really messy out here. 

This is your thirty-minute warning. Nesoi, out.

Nesoi to Athena Unit One. We’ve lost visual on Atlantis and we’re 

taking on water. You have fifteen minutes remaining. Nesoi, out. 

Athena Unit One. This is Nesoi. I’ve… I’ve never seen waves this big. 

(She listens to someone) What’s that Sargent? Ten minutes left. I’m 

not sure we’ll still be upright in ten minutes. Nesoi, out.

Nesoi to Athena Unit One. I’ve initiated the abandon ship protocols. 

We’re transmitting the distress signal and sending up flares. You have 

five minutes. Nesoi, out.

(As if she is rocking back-and-forth, barely holding onto the mic) 

Nesoi. To. Athena. One. Minute. Remaining. Nesoi (Radio cuts off) 

GAME FAILURE - AUDIO RECORDING

Attention all ships at sea. This is Nesoi. We are abandoning ship. 

Major damage to ship’s hull. We… (sees the biggest wave imaginable) oh 

my Neptune … (Sound of crashing water. Screams of crew members being 

washed away. Radio crackles. Then dead.)  
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*NOTE - It would be neat if we recorded a Morse Code distress call 

that would play as people exited the game after a defeat*

GAME SUCCESS - AUDIO RECORDING

Nesoi to Athena Unit One. You did it! The storm. It vanished. I’m 

looking at the most amazing sunset I’ve ever seen. You must get back 

here to see it. The crew can’t wait to thank you in person. And… I MAY 

have a rare bottle of scotch in my quarters that I’ve been saving for 

just this kind of occasion. We’ll see you soon. Nesoi, out. 


